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Some Terminology

- Data – The raw clinical or genomic patient data
- Knowledge – An understanding of the studied disease that is not specific to any patient
  - Knowledge may publically available
  - Knowledge may be generated within the project scope e.g. analysis on data
- Information – a subject-specific analysis result that can be used as a prediction or for decision support purposes
Dealing with data…
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Analysis Knowledge GV Template

- **Analysis meta information**
  - Analysis title and unique identifier
  - Analysis type
  - Performer details: name, organization, OID...

- **Analysis workflow**

- **Analysis results**
  - Effective time of analysis results
  - Risk Allele
    - SNP – Gene id, chromosomal coordinate
    - Risk allele pvalue
    - Non risk counterpart allele
    - Associated phenotype
Subject Specific GV Knowledge Template

- Metadata
  - Effective creation time
  - Unique instance identifier

- Subject details
  - Identification / Organization

- Subject SNPs
  - Genotyping center / device
  - SNP alleles from genomic data
  - Only intersection of SNPs relevant for analysis are taken

- Subject Clinical data
  - HL7 references to observations from clinical records (CDAs)

- Analyses results impact on subject
  - Analysis id / reference to CG instance
  - Risk alleles for subject
The End
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